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Stitched,   Dipped   and   Waxed
 

"Favorite   Things"   detail, 
stitched   3"x5"   cards   in 
Encaustic   wax. 
 

It's   not   enough   for   me 
as   an   encaustic   artist   to 
simply   work   with   wax.      I 
know   for   many   people 
--   just   having   a   few 
wood   panels   on   hand, 
some   clear   and   colored 
wax,   and   they   have 
what   they   need   to   get 
started. 
 

You   will   see   as   we   move   forward   in   this   workshop   that   inasmuch   as   wood 
panels   are   an   important   part   of   the   process,   they   are   just   one   item   at   your 
disposal   to   work   from.   There   are   in   fact   many   more   things   you   can   work   on,   and 
we   will   be   looking   at   a   variety   of   these   as   we   spend   the   next   several   hours 
together   exploring   encaustic   wax. 
 

Preserving   Memories   and   Events   in   Wax 

Art   provides   the   opportunity   to   find   something   out   of   loss.      It   is   a   way   of 
honoring   an   emotion   or   idea   or   person,   preserving   them   in   the   media   of   choice. 
For   me   it   is   encaustic   wax,   which   preserves   just   about   everything   you   dip   in   it.  
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When   my   mother   passed   away,   I   decided   to   work   with   some   of   her   things   as   a 
way   of   reconciling   my   emotions   and   feelings   regarding   my   loss.      My   mother   was 
one   of   those   people   who   didn't   throw   things   away.   

 
Mom's   Recipes   -   pinned   to   a 
wall,   organized   for   my   work. 

 
Coming   home   from 
school   I   remember 
seeing   my   mom   at   the 
kitchen   table   balancing 
her   checkbook,   and 
storing   checks   in   a   long 
box,   numerically.   
 
Why   did   we   keep   things 
for   so   long   back   then?   
 
Does   anybody   keep   checks   these   days? 
 
I   am   sure   she   knew   that   they   would   be   important   one   day,   and   she   was   right. 
After   she   passed   away,   I   went   to   her   home   and   found   boxes   of   canceled   checks, 
hand-written   address-cards   in   vintage   Rolodex   rotary   systems,   pads   from 
motels   and   hotels   that   became   ad   hoc   recipe   cards.      Each   was   part   of   a   lifetime 
of   checks   and   balances,   a   way   of   organizing   things   and   people   long   before   the 
invention   of   the   iPhone. 
 
I   took   those   things   back   with   me   in   my   car   and   drove   up   Interstate   5   to   the   101 
and   followed   the   coastal   route   back   to   my   home   in   Santa   Cruz.      Along   the   way 
my   mind   started   exploring   what   I   might   do   with   these   mementos   of   a   long   life 
well   lived;      it   seemed   appropriate   that   they   would   end   up   in   wax   one   day. 
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Detail,   "Just   Checking",   Stitched   Canceled   Checks   in   Encaustic   Wax 

 
And   so   they   did. 
 
I   brought   the   checks   out,   and   began   exploring   by   cutting   them   up.      First   I   was 
fascinated   by   how   accurate   her   signature   was,   and   later   on   I   was   cutting   them 
up   more   randomly.      I   used   a   roll   of   drywall   tape   which   has   adhesive   on   one   side, 
and   stuck   the   checks   to   the   tape   in   long   strips.      I   fed   my   tapes   through   a   sewing 
machine   and   stitched   them   so   they   would   be   permanently   attached.      Finally,   I 
dipped   the   long   tapes   into   a   pot   of   clear   encaustic   wax   and   hung   them   to   dry.  
 
They   immediately   became   translucent,   the   ballpoint   pen   signatures   my   mother 
crafted   on   each   check   became   saturated   and   boldly   stood   out   against   the   pale 
pink,   green   and   blue   papers.   
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Just   Checking   by   Daniella   Woolf,   2010.  

Sewn   handwritten   bank   checks   and   beeswax.      72"   x   96"   x   2" 

 
In   2009   I   was   invited   to   teach   at   the   Surface   Design   Association   Conference 
being   held   in   Kansas   City,   Missouri.      I   put   the   piece   "Just   Checking"   on   display   in 
an   old   warehouse   turned   into   gallery   space,   and   got   the   call!      The   Bank   of 
Missouri   loved   it,   and   decided   to   purchase   it   for   the   lobby   of   their   bank 
headquarters   in   Kansas   City.   
 
And   just   like   that   --   mom's   canceled   checks,   lovingly   stitched   and   dipped,   were 
on   permanent   display   in   middle   America,   a   reflection   of   a   time   when   we   all 
wrote   and   kept   our   checks,   when   our   choices   were   limited   to   pastel   green,   blue, 
yellow   or   pink. 
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I   wonder   what   a   child   thinks   when   they   enter   the   bank   today   with   their   parents, 
and   say,   "Mommy,   what's   that?" 
 
And   the   mom   says,   "   oh   wow   --   we   used   to   have   to   write   out   every   check 
before   we   could   tap   our   phones". 
 
And   the   kid   says,   "you're   kidding!" 
 

Encaustic   with   a   Textile   Sensibility 

The   idea   for   producing   a   series   of   educational   videos   on   Encaustic   came   after   a 
conversation   with   Andrew   Galli   who   had   been   hired   to   film   artists   and   highlights 
at   the   SDA   Conference   in   Kansas   City.      I   had   the   chance   to   observe   his 
production   style   and   decided   it   was   time   to   explore   my   work   as   a   teacher   in 
video.       Here's   a   segment    of   the   learning   DVD   from   that   initial   encounter. 
 
I   came   up   with   the   title,   "Encaustic   with   a   Textile   Sensibility"   because   of   all   of 
the   interwoven   elements   I   had   been   working   on   in   my   studio.      Pieces   of   paper, 
cards,   and   even   leaves   found      in   nature   can   be   hand   or   machine   stitched, 
interwoven   and   preserved   in   wax. 
 
The   result   is   something   entirely   new,   hardly   resembling   the   former,   but   a 
derivative   nonetheless. 
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"True   Grid",   interwoven   sliced   morning   pages   in   encaustic   wax. 

 
And   so   that's   what   this   workshop   is   all   about.      Working   traditionally   on   panels 
but   as   well   working   on   the   palette   and   in   a   pot   of   wax,   exploring   a   variety   of 
elements   and   really   getting   a   broad   understanding   of   Encaustic   Art. 
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Contact   Lens   cases   donated   by   a 
charitable   neighbor... 
 

We   will   explore   a   variety   of 
porous   surfaces   --   leaves 
found   in   nature,   cardboard, 
and   other   elements   will 
make   their   way   into   our 
projects,   quite   often   with 
surprisingly   delightful 
results. 
 
I   will   be   asking   you   to   dive 

into   your   drawers,   attics   and   cupboards,   look   through   piles   of   magazines,   and 
even   the   neighbor's   junk   that   has   been   bothering   you   all   this   time.   
 
Perhaps   your   friends   and   neighbors   will   begin   to   leave   things   for   you   to   use   at 
your   door.      Buckets   of   rubber   bands,   disposable   contact   lens   packaging,   and 
many   other   strange   objects   have   found   their   way   to   mine.      Some   will   end   up   in 
wax! 
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"Yours,   Mine   and   Ours" 

Sewn   paper,   photos,   blueprints   and 
“encausticated”. 

30″   diameter   x   30   feet   tall. 
Daniella   Woolf,   2009 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By   the   time   we   are   done   working   together,   you   will   have   gained   a   wonderful 
perspective   on   Encaustic   art,   free   from   the   usual   expectations,   loaded   with 
ideas   for   what   to   do   next! 
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Watch    ►    ‘Where   it   All   Begins’ 

 

Play   Movie     ⤑ 

 
 

Note:   You   will   need   an   internet   connection   in   order   to   play   and   watch   videos.   Please   click   on   the 
video   link   and   sign   in   as   you   normally   do.      From   there   you   will   be   taken   to   each   video   directly   via 
the   eBook   links. 
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Enkaustikos:   To   Burn   In
 

Fayum   Mummy   Portrait,   300   A.D. 

 
The   word   Encaustic   derives   from   the   Greek 
word   enkaustikos,   meaning   to   "   burn   in".         The 
Greeks   and   the   Romans   used   beeswax   and 
pitch   to   waterproof   and   preserve   the   hulls   of 
their   ships. 
 
Egyptian    Fayum   Portraits    are   one   of   the 
earliest   recorded   examples   of   encaustic 
paintings   being   preserved   under   wax   on 
coffins   in   tombs,   still   retaining   their   lustre   and 
beauty   today. 

 
 

 
 

 

Beeswax   and   Damar   Resin   are 
filtered   to   produce      encaustic   medium. 

 
Encaustic   medium   as   we   use   it 
today   in   encaustic   painting      is   a 
combination   of   natural   amber 
or   mechanically   filtered 
beeswax   and   Damar   resin   in   a 
ratio   of   9   parts   beeswax   to   2 
parts   Damar   resin   .   This   is   a 
standard   ratio-more   Damar   resin   makes   the   medium   harder. 
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A   Pen   Tool   with   Assorted   Nibs  
is   a   "must   have". 
 

When   it   comes   time   to   set   up 
your   Encaustic   studio,   there   are 
many   options   available   from 
many   suppliers      Have   a   look   at 
the   Resources   Guide   at   the   end 
of   PART   THREE   for   a   linked   list 
of   suppliers   who   can   provide 
the   variety   of   tools   and 

materials   you   will   need   for   your   Encaustic   projects. 

 
A   Variety   of   Supports   &   Grounds   are 

Available   for   your   projects. 

 
A   variety   of   Supports   and 
Grounds   are   available   for 
encaustic   projects.      Everything 
from   paper   to   fibrous   materials 
can   be   stitched,   painted,   cut   up, 
rubbed   on   or   transferred   to   a 
paper   or   prepared   panel.      Some 
more   interesting   applications 
include   this   cardboard   shoe 
insert   which   is   stiff   enough   to   support   the   material.      To   insure   you   have   a   porous 
ground   on   which   to   paint,   you   may   want   to   apply      encaustic   gesso   to      your 
surfaces   before   you   apply   any   encaustic   medium.  
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Studio   Setup   &   Safety   Demonstration
 

Safety   is   the   number   one 

priority   with   any   artist,   and 

certainly   with   Encaustic   Arts   you 

should   be   well   aware   of   the 

dangers   present   when   working 

with   wax,   electrical   appliances, 

hot   stoves,   and   so   on.   

 

We   produced   a   wonderful   video 

on   Safety   in   our   " Encaustic   + 

Paper "   workshop   and   that   video 

is   presented   here,   alongside 

"Studio   Setup"   --   again,   from   the   "Encaustic   +   Paper"   workshop. 

 

If   you   are   new   to   Encaustic   arts,   I   suggest   you    watch   these   videos ,   and   if   you   are 

seasoned,   you   may   want   to   go   through   them   as   well   to   see   if   you   are   meeting 

the   safety   needs. 

 

Safety   is   the   first   priority   of   every   artist... 
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PART   ONE 
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Watch    ►    ‘Supports   and   Grounds’ 

 

Play   Movie   ⤑ 
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Watch    ►    ‘Sizing   A   Panel’ 

 

Play   Movie   ⤑ 
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Project:   Sizing   an   Encaustic   Panel

 

 
Daniella   in   her   Studio 

 
Having   some   sized   panels   ready   to   go      in   your   studio   will   allow   you   to   jump   into 
a   project   spontaneously.      I   suggest   that   you   have   both   Beeswax   and   Encaustic 
medium   available   in   your   studio.      If   you   are   working      18"   x   18"   or   larger,   good 
studio   practice   is   to   use   beeswax   for   your   first   coat   for   sizing   your   panel.      It   is 
much   less   expensive   than   encaustic   medium.      If   you   need   help   sourcing 
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Encaustic   supplies,   many   suppliers   are   available   for   all   your   needs.      Please   view 
the   Resources   Guide   in   PART   THREE   for   links   to   online   shops   where   you   can 
buy   materials   used   in   this   video   workshop. 
 

Starting   the   Project 

 

Hot   Pot   with   Wax  
heated   to   200°F 

 
1   |   Heat   Wax   to   200°F 
(93°C)  
 
Use   a   thermostatically 
controlled   wax   pot, 
skillet,   or   tray   on   heated 
palette.   Have   some   split 
shank   Hake   brushes   or 
other   natural   bristle 
brushes   on   hand   for   applying   the   wax   to   panels. 

 

Wax   applied   to   1/2   of   a   wood 
panel   brings   the   grain   forward. 

 
2   |   Apply   Wax   to   Plain 
and   Gesso'd      Panels 
 
I   like   to   work   on   both 
plain   (natural   wood) 
panels   as   well   as 
encaustic   gesso'd   panels 
in   my   studio.      Encaustic 
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gesso   provides   beautiful   white   ground.  
Sometimes   I   prefers   the   grain   and   natural   wood   color,   sometimes   I   prefer   a 
white   ground,   mostly   when   I   am   painting   with   color,   because   a   white   ground 
enhances   the   color   of   the   paint.   
 
Experiment   by   applying   the   wax   to   a   variety   of   panels   which   you   can   then   use 
throughout   this   video   workshop   and   your   further   explorations.  
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Watch    ►    ‘Achieving   A   White   Ground’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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Project:   Rust   on   Panels   and   Paper
 

 
Steel   washers   work   well   and   fast! 

 
One   of   the   most   exciting,   versatile   and   easy   to   do   techniques   is   to   rust   on   paper 
with   flat   steel   or   iron   objects   such   as   large   commercial   washers   you   can   find   at 
construction   sites,   flea   markets,   or   your   local   hardware   store.   Find   out   if   they 
have   been   treated   with   a   protective   coating.   If   so,   they   will   not   rust.   I   have 
recently   found   that   using   steel   wool   works   really   well,   and   it's   fast!   Be   sure   to 
wear   a   protective   mask   when   working   with   steel   wool.      This   easy   to   do   first 
project   can   be   done   with   minimal   materials   to   great   effect.   
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Starting   the   Project 

Absorbent   materials   such   as 
silk   and   cotton   can   be   used. 

1   |   Stage   surfaces   for 
Rusting.    Take   some 
Rives   BFK   or   other 
paper   and   lay   it   in   a 
tray.      Feel   free   to   use 
fabric   too. 

2   |   Spray   the   surfaces 
of   both   the   paper   and 
the   washers   with   a 
solution   of   100%   white   vinegar. 

3   |   Place   tray   aside    and 
wait   for   rusting   to   occur 
(it   can   take   24   hours 
but   is   usually   much 
faster). 
The   more   the   washers 
rust,   the   better   they   are 
for   future   projects. 

4   |   Inspect   the   rusting 
process    until   the 
desired   amount   of 
rusting   has   occurred.   

(Additional   spraying   of   solution   may   be   required   to   continue   rusting.) 
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5   |   Remove   the   washers    from   the   paper   and   your   paper   is   ready   for   wax   or 
adhering   to   a   panel. 

Pulling   a   rust   print   from   a 
rusted   panel. 

6   |   Additional   materials  
can   be   incorporated. 
Try   a   variety   of   things 
such   as   silk,   linen, 
cotton   or   pulling   a 
rusted   print   at   the   same  
time.      For   a   more   in 
depth   workshop   on 
Rust,   consider   the  
workshop   " Encaustic 
+Paper"   where   I explore 
this   process      in      greater   
detail. 

Have   a   look   at   my   gallery   of   rusted   encaustic   panels   in   the   next   section   for 
some   illustration   of   this   exciting   process.      Feel   free   to   upload   your   finished   work 
to   this   website   or   to   my    Facebook    page. 
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View   Gallery:   Encaustic   +   Rust
 

 

View   Gallery    ⤑ 
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PART   TWO 
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Watch    ►    ‘Transfers’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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A   Word   about   Transfers
 

 

Letraset   rubdown   lettering   burnished   into   Encaustic   wax. 

 
Transfers   are   one   of   the   most   popular   things   I   teach.      I   can   do   a   whole   day   or 
several   workshops   on   the   variety   of   transfers   available. 
 
One   of   the   most   favorite   examples   we   see   quite   often   in   Encaustic   work   is   the 
toner   based   copier   transfer.         Those   rich,   detailed   architectural   images,   Victorian 
ladies   riding   bicycles,   or   even   a   famous   quote   by   a   favorite   author   all   make   their 
way   onto   the   panel   from   old   magazines,   newspaper   images,   and   even   vintage 
Sears   &   Roebuck   catalogs.      Mom's   hand   penned   recipes   can   go   there,   or   even   a 
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copy   of   the   drawing   little   Susie   made   in   1st   grade;   there   is   no   limit   to   where   you 
can   find   images   suitable   for   working   with. 
 
If   you   prefer   to   use   famous   images   or   commercial   illustrations,   many   are 
covered   by   copyright   so   investigate   before   you   begin.      An   easy   work-around   to 
this   is   to   look   for   Dover   Press   books   in   garage   sales   and   library   book   sales;   they 
are   loaded   with   royalty   free   images   that   you   are   free   to   use   where   and   as   you 
wish.      Dover's   Chinese   lattices,   french   iron   gates,   medieval   coats   of   arms   and 
even   cats   and   dogs   have   been   used   by   graphic   and   fine   artists   for   decades.   
 
Once   you   select   your   image(s),   look   for   an      older   copier   found   at   a   local 
community   center,   nonprofit,   or   library;   these   older   machines   tend   to   leave   the 
most   toner   on   the   surface,   providing   a   better   base   to   transfer   from. 

 

 

Royalty   Free   images   available   from   Dover   and   other   Publishing   Houses. 

 
Once   you   have   made   your   transfer   cut   away   all   the   excess   paper   from   around 
your   design   to   reduce   the   amount   you   will   need   to   remove   later.      A   little   water 
and   a   rub   with   your   clean   fingers   will   ensure   the   design   is   transferred   while   the 
paper   is   removed.      Fuse   directly   or   apply   a   layer   of   encaustic   wax   to   finish   the 
process. 
 
Here   are   a   few   more   materials   you   can   use   as   transfers:  
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Chinese   “ghost   money”   as 

transfers 
 

Joss   paper    or   Chinese 
“ghost   money”   which 
you   can   find   in   many 
asian   markets   as   well 
as   online   is   great   to 
work   with.   
 
Transfer   the   metal 
leafing   from   the 
paper   using   a 
burnishing   tool   in   large   sections   or   use   a   pen   or   wheel   to   roll   over   the   paper   side 
to   apply   a   metallic   design   on   the   panel.      Applying   medium   dulls   the   glossy 
effect   so   consider   using   it   as   a   top-most   element. 
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    Leafing   a   leaf?      Why   not! 

 
Throughout   the   ages    metallic   leafing    has   been   used   to   embellish   Egyptian   relics, 
temples,   manuscripts   and   fine   art   --   including   Encaustic   art.      It   is   available   in 
sheets   or   in   flake   form   --   I   prefer   to   work   with   the   sheets.      It   is   an   ultra-thin 
material   that   literally   takes   on   the   shape   (and   crevices)   of   what   it   is   being 
applied   to,   so   be   aware   that   any   bumps,   etches   or   irregularities   in   your   surface 
will   be   magnified   once   the   leafing   is   applied.      I   suggest   using   a   flat   brush   to 
apply   the   leafing   as   it   will   enable   you   to   control   it   better.   
 
Look   to   suppliers   like   Speedball   and   their   Mona   Lisa   line   of    leafing   products    for 
a   source   of   supply. 
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If   you   have   some    Carbon   paper    laying   around 
don’t   throw   it   out   —   it   will   transfer   leaving   a   rich, 
bold   black   or   blue   surface.   
 
Fusing   is   recommended. 

 

 

 

 

And   finally,   graphite,   charcoal   and   even 
dry   pastels   work   great,   however   they 
first   must   be   applied   to   a   piece   of   paper 
and   then   burnished   into   your   surface; 
they   will   not   adhere   well   if   you   try   and 
apply   them   directly. 
 
A   variety   of   mark-making   patterns   as 
well   as   designs   can   be   transferred   in 
this   way,   using   materials   you   may 
already   have   at   home. 
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    Metallic   foils,   Joss   Papers,   and   Toner   Copier   Transfers   on   my   Encaustic   Panel. 

 
There   is   no   limit   to   the   fun   of   working   with   transfers.      Have   a   go   with   some   of 
the   materials   I   suggest   in   this   section.      A   trip   to   Chinatown   for   the 
all-you-can-eat   buffet   will   provide   a   bounty   of   opportunities   to   scavenge   for 
images   and   writing   elements   which   can   be   burnished   in   as   well   as   ghost   paper 
which   can   be   used   as   a   decorative   surface   element   on   your   work. 
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Watch    ►    ‘Away   with   Words’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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View   Gallery:   A   Way   with   Words
 

 

View   Gallery    ⤑ 
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Watch    ►    ‘Collage:   Working   on   the   Palette’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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Project:   Morning   Pages   Collage
 

Daniella   sits   in   front   of 
Morning   Pages   inspired 
collages. 
 

I   love   to   journal   every 
day.   
 
My   journals   are   inspired 
by   many   of   the   writers 
whose   works   I   have   read 
and   recommend, 
including   a   book   called 
“The   Artist   Way”   by   Julia 
Cameron.      In   her 
practice   which   she   refers 
to   as   being   "for   the   artist 
in   recovery",   Julia   writes 

that   daily   journaling   in   the   morning   can   remove   the   critic   from   our   thoughts   and 
free   our   creative   spirit.   
 
To   accomplish   this,      she   further   suggests   writing   longhand   (by   hand)   on   3   pages 
of   ruled   or   unruled   paper   each   day   as   a   daily   practice.      I   have   made   an   'art'   out 
of   this   practice   and   the   results   have   enabled   me   to   create   an   entire   body   of 
work   which   can   be   seen   on   my   website. 
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For   my   daily   journaling,   I   like   to 
work   with   pens   that   'feel   good'   in 
my   hand   and   produce   a   nice   flow 
or   stroke   on   the   paper.   
 
I   tend   to   favor   pens   given   to   me 
as   gifts   for   sentimental   reasons, 
old   fountain   pens   with   their 
metal   nibs   and   romantic   writing 
style,   and   specialty   art   pens   with 
various   brush   thicknesses   and   tip 
styles   you   can   find   at   an   art   supply   or   office   supply   store.   
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"TEXT":   From   the   Online   Gallery   of    Daniella   Woolf . 

 
"My   practice   includes   daily   journaling,   which   is   distorted   by   shredding,   cutting   or 
deconstructing   in   some   form.   The   act   of   revealing   and   concealing   is   central   to   my 
work,   in   that   I   want   the   viewer   to   have   all   the   information   and   none   at   the   same 
time.   The   secrecy   and   privacy   of   my   writing   remains   intact.   I   have   complete   freedom 
to   let   the   words   fly.   When   the   writing   is   shredded   it   appears   as   language,   but   that 
language   is   undecipherable." 
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Starting   the   Project 

If   you   haven't   guessed   --   our   project   is   going   to   be   all   about   words.      Your   words, 
in   fact.      We   are   going   to   collage   using   sheets   or   sliced   sections   of   your   written 
pages   in   our   Encaustic   project. 
 
To   start,   you   should   plan   to   write   each   day   for   several   days   whatever   comes   to 
mind.   Make   a   shopping   list.      Write   a   letter   to   someone   who   isn't   around 
anymore. 
Write   a   letter   to   the   5-year   old   version   of   yourself   asking   them   how   things   are 
going   --   don't   be   surprised   if   they   write   back   to   you!   Don't   bother   reading   or 
sharing   these   pages   with   anyone,   or   worrying   about   whether   they   make   sense 
or   not;   when   we   are   done   with   them   their   original   purpose   will   be   obscured   by 
their   value   as   an   artistic   element. 
 
Write   on   student’s   lined   paper,   write   on   plain   printer   paper.      Write   for   several 
days,   because   (you   guessed   it!)   we   will   need   several   sheets   of   your   work   to   work 
from.      Try   and   collect   at   least   3-4   days   (12-15   sheets)   of   paper   to   work   from   — 
enough   to   not   be   limited   in   your   project. 
 
Don't   be   worried   about   how   'well'   you   write   on   the   paper   our   what   your   finished 
writing   looks   like,   and   don't   stop   to   correct,   cross   out   or   change   anything.      Just 
write   until   you   feel   you   have   'gotten   it   all   out',   and   put   the   pages   aside   for   the 
project.  
 
Optional:   once   you   have   done   several   days   and   many   pages,      set   aside   one 
sheet   of   paper   and   reserve   it   for   use   as   a   base   layer   on   your   panel. 
 
For   step   by   step   instructions   on   how   to   apply   the   paper,   watch   the   video   "Away 
with   Words"   and   pay   attention   to   how   I   am   applying   a   layer   of   payer,   a   coat   of 
encaustic,   another   layer   of   paper,   and   so   on.      Work   in   cross   directions   as   I   do   if 
you   would   like   to   obscure   the   sentences   on   the   paper. 
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The   process   builds   paper   upon   paper,   using   layers   of   encaustic   medium   to   bind 
the   previous   layer   to   the   next. 

 
A   small   red   silk   dot   draws   focus 

to   the   finished   panel. 

 
Alternately,   consider 
working   with   an   entire 
sheet   of   paper   as   a   base 
layer.      You   should   use   an 
iron   attachment   to   your 
Hot   Wax   Pen   to   fuse   the 
paper   to   the   under   layer 
of   encaustic   medium.  
 
Once   the   base   layer   is   applied,   apply   additional   paper   strips   or   torn   segments 
alternating   with   brush   strokes   of   encaustic   medium   until   the   panel   is   complete. 
A   finishing   element   such   as   a   square   or   circular   element   of   silk   adds   a   nice 
touch. 
 
Please   consider   sharing   your   finished   work   online   as   well   as   on   my    Facebook 
page. 
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Watch    ►    ‘Friends   and   Family’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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PART   THREE 
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Watch    ►    ‘Working   with   Color’

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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Project:   Working   with   Color   on   Wood   Strips
 

Thinned   encaustic   paint   applied   across 
wood   shims. 
 

This   is   a   great   project   for 
learning   how   to   work   on 
something   besides   the   standard 
pre-made   panels   you   may   be 
used   to.   I   found   some   shims 
(wood   slats)   in   my   garage   and   I 
decided   to   put   them   to   use. 
 
I   experiment   with   first   applying 

encaustic   medium   and   encaustic   gesso   on   some   of   the   slats   and   then   apply   a 
thin   coat   of   colored   encaustic   across   each   of   them   and   immediately   observed 
how   differently   the   color   went   on 
depending   on   the   layer   beneath. 

 
Working   monochromatically  

in   my   studio. 

 
I   personally   do   not   work   a   lot 
with   color   but   when   I   do   I   prefer 
to   work   monochromatically, 
keeping   to   the   same   gradients   of 
one   color.   
The   opportunity   to   work   in   this 
way   provides   an   opportunity   to 
find   success   in   limiting   your 
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palette   and   seeing   the   richness   that   comes   forward   between   the   tonal   values 
you   observe. 
 

Working   the   Project 

 
Thin   encaustic   paints   with 
varying   amounts   of   medium. 

 
I   prefer   to   use   my   hake 
brush   for   this   process 
because   the   brush   takes 
the   paint   so   well,   rarely 
drips,   and   always   provides 
an   even   coat   on   my 
surface. 
  
It’s   tempting   to   put   a   lot   of 
paint   on   your   brush   and 

really   glob   it   on,   but   this   robs   you   of   the   opportunity   to   see   how   the   thinner 
coats   of   paint   preserve   a   bit   of   the   tones   from   underneath,   allowing   you   to 
decide   how   many   layers   of   paint   you   want   to   put   on.      To   create   thinner   paints 
with   more   translucent   colors,   first   add   a   bit   of   encaustic   medium   to   your   paint 
on   your   pallet   and   then   dip   your   brush   into   that   material   for   use.         Add   a   bit 
more   medium   and   then   apply   the   paint   again   overlapping   your   first   strokes   to 
get   some   variation   and   depth   of   color   in   your   project.   
 
Don't   worry   about   mixing   it   up   too   much;   the   irregular   amounts   of   pigment   on 
your   strips   are   what   gives   this   process   a   dash   of   spirit. 
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The   thin   coats   of   paint   create   a   tonal   quality   to   the   limited   number   of   colors  
I   chose   to   work   with   here,   allowing   the   wood   to   'peek   thru'   around   the   edges.   

 
The   result   is   simple   and   beautiful. 
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Enjoy   this   project   —   it’s   one   of   the   faster   and   easier   projects   you   can   do,   and   it’s   a 
great   confidence   builder   because   it’s   hard   to   go   wrong   —   everything   will   look 
great! 
 
Don’t   forget   to   post   some   examples   of   your   work   to   the   community   page 
section   and   please   remember   to   upload   them   to   my    Facebook   page    so   I   can 
share   your   work. 
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Watch    ►    ‘Working   with   Nature’ 

 
 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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View   Gallery:   Working   with   Nature
 

 

View   Gallery    ⤑ 
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Watch    ►    ‘Line   and   Edge’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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View   Gallery:   Line   and   Edge
 

 

View   Gallery    ⤑ 
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Project:   Stencils   for   Line   and   Edge
 

Spiral   Stencil   with   colored 
encaustic   media. 
 

In   the   last   several   years   I 
have   moved   on   to   mixed 
media   projects   and   really 
expanded   on   my   line   and 
edge   work   in   my   studio. 
 
One   area   that   fascinates   me 
is   taking   a   photograph   or 
drawing   I   have   made   and 
having   it   made   into   a 
stencil,   to   incorporate   it   in 
my   encaustic   work   and 
paper   work. 

 
I   partnered   with   a   company   called    Stencil   Girl   Products    and   together   we   have 
released   a   line   of   stencils   that   are   inspired   by   line   and   edge.   
 
The   image   above   reflects   what   can   be   done   with   the   stencil   on   the   next   page.      A 
simple   spiral   design   can   be   used   to   add   to   your   panel   selectively,   or   in   entirely. 
The   result   is   a   compelling   design   which   could   become   part   of   a   series,   perhaps 
different   colors   on   several   panels,   or   different   parts   of   the   same   stencil 
randomly   placed   across   a   larger   panel.  
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9"x12"   10   mil   Stencil   Designed   by   Daniella   Woolf 
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Working   the   Project 
 

After   watching   the   video 
tutorial,   why   not   either 
purchase   a   pre-made 
stencil   from    Stencil   Girl 
Products    or   your   local 
art   store   or   make   a 
stencil   and   incorporate 
it   into   your   work. 
 
Pay   attention   to   the 
thickness   of   the   plastic   in 
the   stencil ,   the   ones 
made   by   StencilGirl   are 
10mil   thickness   so   that 
they   don't   warp   or 

become   easily   damaged   during   use. 
  
Then   first   --   take   a   panel   that   isn't   working   for   you,   and   add   some   additional 
elements   to   it   by   brushing   through   a   stencil.      Scrape   back,   stand   back   and   gauge 
results.   Need   something   more?      Add   a   different   stencil   or   more   of   the   same. 
  
On   another   panel,   lay   in   your   written   words   on   a   prepared   ground,   add   torn 
sheets   from   an   old   book   or   dictionary   or   magazine,   work   it   with   clear   encaustic. 
  
Then   using   a   stencil   of   geometric   shapes   or   lines   (or   tape)   or   texture,   add   some 
white   or   colored   encaustic   medium   selectively.      Leave   to   build   up,   or   scrape 
back   to   make   it   more   translucent. 
  
Experiment   as   you   play,   blend   colors,   and   avoid   perfection. 
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A   friend’s   name   in   wax?   Why   not! 

 
The   goal   is   to   let   yourself   go,   become   familiar   with   the   process,   get   it   down   so 
that   you   might   be   inspired   to   use   it   in   a   panel   or   series   in   your   work   in   the 
future. 
 
Enjoy! 
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Watch    ►    ‘Wild   and   Waxy’ 

 

Play   Movie    ⤑ 
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Project:   Stitch   and   Pour   or   Dip
 

 
An   element   from   the   hanging   installation   "Tape   Modern" 

 
I   look   for   material   inspiration   all   the   time.      Contact   lens   cases,   dried   out   tea 
bags,   even   old   crackers   and   noodles   from   the   back   of   our   kitchen   cabinets   make 
their   way   into   my   studio   for   investigation.      I   began   my   life   as   a   textile   artist   in 
the   purest   sense,   working   with   large   knitted   and   crocheted   installations   and   I 
suspect   that   has   a   bit   to   do   with   my   desire   to   dip   knitted   and   woven   textiles   in 
wax   and   use   them   in   my   work. 
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Working   the   Project 

 
What   materials   are   in   your   environment   that   you   might   want   to   work   with?      Old 
sheet   music   in   a   drawer,   tattered,   aged   and   torn?   Great!   Vintage   magazines 
destined   for   the   paper   bin?      Save   them!   Mom's   old   cookbook   now   falling   apart 
to   be   preserved   for   all   time   on   an   encaustic   panel?      Don't   let   it   go! 
 

 
“Monterusso”,   encaustic   paint   on   wood   strips 

 
Even   the   tags   from   retail   stores   that   come   in   a   variety   of   sizes   and   shapes   can 
become   part   of   your   work   when   stitched   and   dipped   either   whole   or   cut   into 
smaller   pieces.      Have   a   look   at   my   installation   I   call   Tape   Modern   and   see   what 
elements   I   have   brought   into   the   installation. 
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Tape   Modern   --   what   elements   can   you   find   here? 

 
Now,   think   about   how   to   bring      a   variety   of   elements   into   your   work.      Will   your 
work   hang   and   use   a   backing   like   drywall   tape?      Will   it   be   circular   when   you   are 
done,   allowing   for   illumination?      Will   it   be   stitched   and   then   encased   in   a 
poured   panel   as   shown   in   the   video   demonstration? 
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Do   you   have   access   to   a   sewing   machine   or   needle   and   thread   and   can   you   do   a 
bit   of   stitching   before   dipping?      All   of   these   things   should   come   to   mind   when 
planning   your   final   project.   
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Wood   grain   panel   with   encaustic   medium   poured   over,   stitched   element   placed   in,  
and   more   encaustic   medium   poured   on   top. 
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Have   fun   bringing   all   of   these   elements   together,   and   enjoy   this   final   project 
suggestion.      Please   remember   to   upload   your   work   to   my    Facebook   page    when 
you   are   finished   as   well   as   pinning   a   copy   of   your   work   for   others   to   see   in   the 
community   board   here   in   the   workshop. 
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"Checking"   In
 

"Checking   In"   to   see   if   you   are   satisfied. 
 

We've   come   to   the   end   of   the 
workshop,   and   before   I   "check   in" 
to   see   if   you   are   thrilled   with   both 
the   content,   presentation   and 
value   of   this   online   workshop,   I 
would   like   to   thank   my   editor, 
film-maker   and   occasionally   funny 
guy,   Andrew   Galli,      for   his   tireless 
help   in   getting   this   project 
together.  
 
In   addition   to   Andrew's   efforts   this 

project   would   not   have   been   possible   without   the   efforts   of   my   partner,   Kim 
and   my   dear   friend   Melody   Overstreet   who   volunteered   her   efforts   over   several 
days   in   my   home   studio   in   Santa   Cruz,   California   during   the   filming   part   of   this 
project. 

 
Teaching   is   a   'recipe'   for   success! 

 
I   don't   know   if   you   noticed   but   I   love   to 
teach   and   share   my   knowledge   and 
love   for   encaustic   art   with   the   world. 
Teaching   has   been   the   "recipe"   for   my 
success   as   an   artist. 
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Lately   I   have   been   teaching   away   from   my   home   at   places   like   the    Maiwa 
Symposium    in   British   Columbia   and   hosting   trips   to   festivals   such   as   the    Day   of 
the   Dead   Festival    in   Oaxaca   Mexico,   and   each   of   these   experiences   gives   me 
insight   into   new   methods,   materials   and   perspectives   on   my   art.   

 
Your   praise   is   'poetry'  

to   our   ears! 

 
Okay   all   puns   aside,   I   would 
like   to   wrap   up   this   workshop 
by   thanking   you   for   your   time, 
your   attention   and   your 
willingness   to   support   this   new 
way   of   delivering   workshops   to 
a   global   community.         Without 
your   interest   and   support,   it 
would   not   be   possible.   
 
With   that   in   mind,   we   do   have 
a   few   last   requests.      If   you   have 
produced   some   work   as   a 
result   of   taking   this   workshop, 
please   upload   some   sample   images   to   my   Facebook   page   or   include   them   in 
the   discussion   board   within   this   workshop.      We   would   like   your   permission   to 
share   them   with   the   community. 
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And   finally,   if   you   would   be   so   kind   as   to   complete   the   Workshop   Review   which 
follows   this   segment   it   would   mean   a   great   deal   to   us.   
 
GO   TO   WORKSHOP   REVIEW 
 
Feel   free   to   share   (in   confidence)   your   concerns   and   criticisms,   and   please   --   if 
you   enjoyed   the   material   and   the   way   it   has   been   presented,   include   a   short 
quote      and   select   the   box   which   gives   us   permission   to   share   your   comments 
with   the   community. 
 
Your   praise   is   'poetry'   to   our   ears! 
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Some Resources for Encaustic

Beeswax
Dadant and sons
www.dadant.com
Strahl and Pitsch
www.spwax.com

Damar Resin
RF Handmade Paints
www.rfpaints.com
Douglas and Sturgis
www.artstuf.com (yes, there is only one “f” in artstuf)

Encaustic Paint
RF Handmade Paints
www.rfpaints.com
Enkaustikos
www.fineartstore.com
Evans Encaustics
www.evansencaustics.com
Miles Conrad
www.custom-encaustics.com

Cradled and recessed Panels
Rodney Thompson
www.rodneythomson.com
Collette Collins Design
www.collettecollinsdesign.com
Simon Liu
www.simonliuinc.com
Ampersand clay board panels
www.ampersandart.com

Encaustic Medium
RF Handmade Paints
www.rfpaints.com
Fanne Fernow    
www.clairvoyantencaustics.com
WaxWorksWest   
www.waxworkswest.com

www.daniel lawoolf .com
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Some Resources for Encaustic

Encaustic Gesso
R and F Handmade Paints 
www.rfpaints.com
Wax Works West 
www.waxworkswest.com
Miles Conrad  
www.custom-encaustics.com

Pigment
Sinopia
www.sinopia.com
Kremer Pigments
www.kremerpigments.com

Rives BFK 
Best price is Lenz Arts in Santa Cruz
www.lenzarts.com

Paper
Hiromi Paper
www.hiromipaper.com
Korean Paper
www.waxworkswest.com

Tiny Magnets 
for alternative mounting of paper work
Teacher’s Source
www.teachersource.com

Metallic transfer paper
Texas Craft
www.texascraft.com

Copper and Metal Leafing
www.houstonart.com

Saral
Daniel Smith
www.danielsmith.com

www.daniel lawoolf .com
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Some Resources for Encaustic

WaxWorksWest sells almost everything for Encaustic!
www.waxworkswest.com
Anodized Aluminum Palettes
Books on Encaustic Painting
Split Shank Hake Brushes
Encaustic Gesso
Encaustic Medium
Encaustic Paint
Handmade Korean paper
Hot Wax Stylus Pens
Mark Making, stamping and incising tools
Torches by Iwatani
Paint Container Cans

Books and Monographs

The Art of Encaustic Painting by Joanne Mattera

Embracing Encaustic by Linda Womack

Encaustic Workshop by Patricia Seggebruch 

Waxing Poetic: Encaustic Art in America
Essays by Gail Stavitsky, Danielle Rice and Richard Frumess. A text 
only (no images) reprint, by R&F from the out-of-print Montclair Art 
Museum catalogue that accompanied the museum’s historic en-
caustic exhibition in 1999.  Available at rfpaints.com

Plain and Simple, A Woman’s Journey to the Amish  by Sue Bender

The Artist’s Way by Julia Cameron

www.daniel lawoolf .com
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Some Resources for Encaustic

Some Blogs 

www.waxworkswest.blogspot.com

www.rfpaints.com 
(several blogs and the Forum)

www.internationalencausticartists.blogspot.com

www.encausticopolis.blogspot.com

http://joannemattera.blogspot.com/

http://embracingencaustic.wordpress.com/

Organizations

International Encaustic Artists
www.international-encaustic-artists.org

Surface Design Association
www.surfacedesign.org

International Association of Paper Artists
www.iapma.info

Videos:

“Encaustic Collage Workshop” by Patricia Seggebruch

Note:  You will find many videos on YouTube (www.youtube.com) but be cautious as many 
demonstrations are by untrained artists and may contain methods and materials that are unsafe.

A Final Note:

Send your used and dried teabags to me at:
Daniella Woolf

614 Walnut Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

www.daniel lawoolf .com
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